terminal. CAMA operations are divided into tasks which may be inserted into the queue via commands.
USER'S GUIDE FOR COMMAND DPR0B
The command DPR0B is used to define a problem. Execution of this command causes a flag to be set so that a second specification of the command is ignored until the first request is completed. The command has four branches:
(1) construct symbols, (2) select symbols for a problem, (3) define: expressions for a problem, (4) escape to return to the CAMA system.
(1) Construct symbols.
The user specifies the menu into which the generated symbol will be placed. He constructs and names the symbol. Options exist during construction for erasing the existing symbol and starting again or rejecting the entire stage. If the user duplicates a symbol name, he may rename the symbol or destroy the old definition as he wishes.
(2) Select Symbols for Problem.
The user specified a problem. If the problem exists and contains symbols, the symbols are displayed. The user selects entire menus or particular symbols from menus to be included in his problem. He may remove one or all symbols from his problem. A maximum of 63 symbols may be included in one problem.
(3) Define Expressions for a Problem.
The user specifies a problem and the problem symbols are displayed. He may display, modify, and save or aestroy an existing expression of the problem, or create and save a new expression.
DATA STRUCTURE

Master Directory Entries
The command DPR0B uses entries MSYMT&L, MPROB, NAMEFLAG, and PR0BLEM (see Fig. 1 ) in the master directory and the corresponding packs. MSYMTBL is a name-list containing the names of all menus, both system menus and user-named menus containing user-created symbols, and pointers to the menu packs. The menu packs are lists of symbols in the manu ana pointers to the data pack which contains the display file for the symbol.
MPRpB is a list of problems and corresponding pack pointers. A problem pack is an association table identifying the synbols in a problem. The association object is the symbol name, and the value is the name of the menu PROBLEM is a name-list of problems and the corresponding pointers. The problem packs are name-lists of expressions in the specific problem and pointers to the data packs defining the expressions.
Data Packs
The first ten words of the symbol display file data pack are the display file header (PSECT2 of the DF routines ). Byte 1 of word 1 and words 6, the buffer location pointer, 7, the PDP-8 word count, and 9, the first location of the actual buffer, must be set to appropriate values before the display file is transmitted. Switch 1 which is byte 1 of word 1 snould be set to 40 16 so the DF routines will not modify the last location of the display file. The remainder of the data pack contains the display file with one 338 word stored in two bytes using six bits in each byte, as described ?.nd illustrated in Appendix C of The DF Routines User's Guide .
Data packs are also used to define the expression with one 20-byte entry for each symbol of the expression (see Fig. 2 ) . The entry contains the X and Y coordinates of the symbol in raster points, the symbol name, the scale for the symbol in range 1-3, and the entity number.
(The entity number is not used in command DPR0B and will be discussed in greater detail when relevant.)
GENERAL EXECUTION STRUCTURE
The general sequence of execution of command DPROB is illustrated in ,;.,,,..,.,.,, . ;..B 
